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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite soluble group with a group of operators A such that 
([Cl, [AI)= 1. We write h(G) to denote the Fitting height of G and I(A) for 
the length of the longest chain of subgroups of A. (Thus, if A is soluble, 
I(A) is the composition length of A.) We mention two results of A. Turull, 
[lo] and [ll]. (We shall not need to know precisely what action “with 
regular orbits” means in the statement of(b).) 
THEOREM (Turull). Assume the above notation. Then 
(a) h(G) 6 21(A) + h(C,(A)) if A soluble and 
(b) h(G) Q l(A) if C,(A) = 1 and A acts with regular orbits on G. 
Thus if A is fixed-point-free, i.e. C,(A) = 1, we have F,,(G) = G if A is 
a soluble and F,(G) = G under the regular orbit hypothesis (where 
I= I(A)). One might speculate that if A is “almost” fixed-point-free (say 
IC!,(A)) < n), then an appropriate term F,(G) of the upper Fitting series of 
G is “almost” equal to G (in the sense that its index is bounded in terms 
ofn). Such a speculation was made in [S] and it is shown there that in the 
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case where A is a cyclic p-group (of order p’) then (G: F,(G)1 is bounded 
in terms of n IA 1. (This holds even if p divides ICI.) 
An analog (from this point of view) of part (b) of Turull’s theorem was 
proved by Turull [12]. Using the phrase “k-bounded” to signify that some 
quantity is bounded above by a function of k alone, we state Turull’s 
analog of (b). (Recall that (IA\, ICI)= 1.) 
THEOREM (Turull). If A acts with regular orbits of G, then IG: F,(G)] is 
n IAl-bounded, where I= l(A) and [C,(A)1 <n. 
The principal purpose of this paper is to prove the following analog 
of (a). 
THEOREM A. With the above notation, assume that A is soluble and 
IC,(A)I <n. Then IG: F,,, 1 (G) I is n 1 Al -bounded, where 1 = I( A). 
The following result (where coprimeness in unnecessary) follows 
immediately by the application of Proposition 4.3 of [S]. 
COROLLARY. Let A be a finite p-group of operators on the finite soluble 
group G, where p may divide ICI, and suppose that IC,(A)I 6n. Then 
IG: F,,+AG)I is n ) Al-bounded, where I= l(A). 
We have no reason to believe that these results are best-possible. Some 
coprimeness assumption is certainly necessary in general, since it was 
shown by Bell and Hartley [l] that any finite non-nilpotent group can act 
fixed-point-freely on soluble groups with arbitrarily large Fitting height. If 
A is nilpotent, however, then the coprimeness may be unnecessary, as it is 
in the fixed-point-free case, though with a much increased bound [3]. 
Results of this type have some relevance to the theory of locally finite 
groups; indeed it was for that reason that the first author became interested 
in them. For example, a standard argument yields the following. 
COROLLARY. Let A be a finite soluble group of automorphisms of the 
periodic locally soluble group G, and assume that G has no nontrivial 
elements of order dividing IAl and that Co(A) is finite. Then IG: F,,+,(G)I 
is finite (where l= l(A)) and, in particular, G has a finite normal series with 
locally nilpotent factors. 
Here, (F,(G)) is the Hirsch-Plotkin series of G, the natural analog of the 
upper Fitting series of a finite group. If one is only interested in the final 
conclusion, however, that can already be obtained from Turull’s theorem 
(a) or from its predecessors due to Thompson and to Kurzweil. 
Another result of the same type is the following. 
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COROLLARY. Let G be periodic and locally soluble and let A c G be a 
finite subgroup of order p’, where p is prime. Assume that Co(A) is finite. 
Then JG: F2,+2(G)I isfinite. 
As one might expect, the proof of Theorem A is essentially representation 
theoretic. In fact, Theorem A follows from part (a) of Turull’s theorem and 
the representation theoretic result which appears below as Theorem B. 
In order to state our result, we introduce a bit of notation. If A is a finite 
group and k is a field of characteristic not dividing (Al, then any kA- 
module V is a direct sum of simple components. We write m,(V) to denote 
the number of simple components of V isomorphic to the given simple 
kA-module S. Of course, these multiplicity functions m, are well-defined by 
the Jordan-Holder or Krull-Schmidt theorems. 
THEOREM B. Let A be an arbitrary finite group. Then there exists a 
number E = E~ > 0, depending only on A, with the following property: Let A 
act on G, where G is finite and soluble and ((Al, ICI) = 1, and let k be any 
field with characteristic not dividing [A(. Let V be any simple kAG-module 
and let S be any kA-module which appears as a component of the restriction 
V,. Then 
m,(V,)>sdim V. 
Modules such as V, above, where each simple component which occurs 
at all occurs with “large” multiplicity, can be viewed as being somewhat 
like free modules. (Indeed, if F is a free kA-module, then m,(F) 2 
(l/IAJ) dim F for all simple kA-modules S). In certain cases, especially 
when G is an extraspecial p-group, it is well known that the modules V, 
are approximately free. (See Satz V.17.13 of [6], for instance). (Our 
Theorem B shows that this is a much more general phenomenon.) 
Proof of Theorem A (assuming Theorem B). Let G and A be as given 
and let 1 =G,<G, -C ... < G, = G be an AG-composition series for G. For 
1 < i < m, therefore, the group Vi = Gi/Gi- , is a minimal normal subgroup 
of AG and thus is an elementary abelian pi-group for some prime pi. We 
can thus view Vi as a simple kiAG-module, where ki = GF(p,) and AG acts 
by conjugation. 
Let 52 = {iI 1~ i< m, C,,,(A) # 0). By standard properties of coprime 
action, we have 
n IC,(A)l = IWA)I Gn. 
isR 
Also, for iE 0, the trivial k,A-module appears as a simple component of 
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( Vi)A. Writing ti to denote the multiplicity of the trivial module in ( Vi)a, 
we have ti >, E dim Vi by Theorem B. Thus 
IC,(A)I =pf’~(p~“v~)e= IVi(E 
and we get 
Thus, since E depends only on A, we see that nisR 1 Vi/ is n /Al-bounded. 
Now let K = nigR C,( Vi). Then G/K acts faithfully on the direct product 
n Vi and hence K has n Idl-bounded index in G. Writing C = C,(A), 
consider the normal series 
l=CnG,r:CnG,E ... cCnG,=C. 
Since A acts trivially on C, the only factors (C n G,)/(C n Gi- i) which can 
be nontrivial are those for which i E .Q. Since C G K acts trivially on Vi for 
i E Q, we conclude that our series is a central series for C, which is therefore 
nilpotent. 
Now part (a) of Turull’s theorem applies to K and yields h(K) d 21+ 1. 
Thus Kc Fzl+ i(G) and the result follows. 1 
In order to prove Theorem B, we shall study certain classes of 
kd-modules. We continue to assume that A is any finite group and that the 
characteristic of k does not divide (A I. Given E > 0, we write ALA(s) to 
denote the class of all kd-modules W such that m,( W) 2 E dim W for all of 
those simple krl-modules S such that ms( W) # 0. (We will usually write 
d(s) in place of dkA(s), when k and A are known from the context.) 
Note that if .sl < .s2, then d(sl) 2 d(sZ) and that every kA-module W is 
contained in d(s) for some sufficiently small E > 0, depending on W. Also, 
if W is simple, then dim W < IA I and so WE d( l/IA I). Perhaps the most 
interesting of our results concerning these “multiplicity bounded” classes of 
modules is Theorem C, below. To state it, we introduce some notation. 
If d is any class of kA-modules, we write A@ to denote the class of all 
k,4-modules isomorphic to modules of the form V, 0 I/, @ . . @ V,, where 
each Vi E A and r > 0 is arbitrary. 
THEOREM C. Let A be an arbitrary finite group and suppose k is a field 
with characteristic not dividing I Al. Given E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
ALE)@ E A,,(d). 
The significance of Theorem C is that it allows tensor products of 
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unboundedly large numbers of modules. As we shall see, the “bounded” 
version of this result is trivial. 
Recall that to prove Theorem B, we need to show that V, E A(E), where 
E depends only on A. We shall do this by reducing to the case k = C and 
working with characters. After some further reduction, we factor the 
character associated with V, into a number of characters, each associated 
with a module in A(&*), where Q, depends only on A. Theorem C then 
yields the result. The appropriate character factorization is given by the 
following. 
THEOREM D. Let A and G be finite groups, where A acts on G, 
([AI, IG[) = 1, and G is soluble. Let XE Irr(AG) and assume that xc is 
homogeneous. Let 1 = G, < G, < ... < G, = G be an A-composition series for 
G. Then there exist a subset Q of { 1,2, . . . . r ) and extraspecial groups Ei for 
each i E Q with the following properties. 
(a) A acts on Ei (possibly trivially) and centralizes Z(Ei). 
(b) E,/Z(E,) is A-isomorphic either to Gi/Gi-, or to the direct sum of 
G,/G,- 1 with its dual. 
Also there exist characters yi E Irr(AE,) and z E Irr(A) such that 
(c) (Y~)~, is faithful and irreducible. 
(d) XA = z lJiea (Yi)A. 
An intriguing and perhaps rather surprising consequence of Theorem D 
is the following. 
COROLLARY E. Let A, G, and x be as in Theorem D and assume xc is 
irreducible. Then there exist an A-operator group E and a character 
$ E Irr(AE) such that tiE is irreducible, xA = eA, and E is a direct product 
of extraspecial groups. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM D 
We consider the following situation. 
(*) Let K be a finite group acted on by a finite group A with 
([RI, IAl)= 1. Assume that L 4 K is A-invariant and that K/L is 
an elementary abelian p-group. Suppose that f3o Irr(K) is 
A-invariant and let cp E Irr(L) be an A-invariant constituent of 8,. 
(Note that p necessarily exists by Theorem 13.27 of [S].) 
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If in situation (*), the action of A on K/L is irreducible, then one of the 
following necessarily holds by Theorem 6.18 of [8]. 
W,) e,=cp. 
(H,) (P~=O. 
(H3) &J,=ecp and vK=eO, where e2= IK:L\. 
In situation (H,), the fully ramified case, the character cp uniquely deter- 
mines a certain complex-symplectic form (( ., .))V on K/L; i.e., a multi- 
plicatively bilinear form which is complex-valued, alternating, and non- 
degenerate. (See Theorem 2.7(b) of [7]). Since cp is A-invariant, the form 
(( ., . ))V is stabilized by A. (We mention that in the case where cp is linear, 
the form is given by the formula ((X, j)), = cp( [x, y]), where x and y are 
arbitrary representatives of the cosets 2, j E K/L.) 
Now, if I/ is any elementary abelian p-group on which A acts and ~j 1 AI, 
we define certain complex characters of A, as follows. We set a’,“” simply 
to be the trivial character 1 A. Write /I:“’ = rca, where rc is the permutation 
character of A on the elements of V and o = det(x). Thus a(a) = f 1 for all 
a E A and /I$“)( 1) = rc( 1) = ( VI. Finally, if V carries an A-invariant complex- 
symplectic form, we take pi”’ to be the character given by the formula 
pyw = * IC v(a)1 “2, where the sign is determined by the algorithm 
described on p. 619 of [7]. Note that fliV)(a) is rational since [C,,(a)1 is 
square. (This follows because the restriction to C,(a) of the given complex- 
symplectic form on V is nondegenerate since the form is A-invariant and 
~1 IA I. Also, because of the coprimeness, the ambiguous sign is uniquely 
determined by the action of a and V and is independent of the particular 
A-invariant complex-symplectic form involved.) 
By Theorems 4.7 and 6.3 of [7], the function /I\“’ is a character of A; it 
is the “canonical” character associated with a certain “constellation”. Note 
that fl\““( 1) = I V/I 1’2 and that det(j?$“) = 1,. (The latter assertion follows 
from the fact that det(fi\“i) has p-power order by 5.2 of [7], and yet 
P~IAI.) 
In situation (*), the character fJ has a canonical extension 4 to AK. Thus 
0 E Irr(AK) and it is unique such that 0, = 0 and det(8,) = 1,. (See 8.16 of 
[S].) Similarly, let 4 denote the canonical extension of cp to AL. 
(2.1) THEOREM. Assume (*) and suppose that (Hi) holds for some 
in { 1,2,3}. Then 
Note that if i = 3, then (( ., . ))P is the complex-symplectic form on K/L 
that is needed to define j?$K’L). 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. If i = 1, then e,, is an extension of cp and since 1 1 
det(6,) = 1 A, we see that QAL = 4. The result is clear in this case. 
Now suppose that i= 3. Let /? be the unique character of AL with 
LG ker(/?) such that PA =fij (K/L) By the theory of [7], and in particular . 
9.1(c) of that paper, there exists a unique {E Irr(AL) lying over cp such 
that 0 AL = pt. Writing IR:LJ = e2, we have that t?(l)=ecp(l) and 
p(l)=/?$“‘“‘(l)= e, and hence l( 1) = cp( 1) and 5 is an extension of p. 
From the general character determinant formula 
det(x+) = det(X)g’*’ det(lC/)x’l), 
we deduce that 
1, = det(8,) = det(/?A)S”) det(5 )‘?(‘) A . 
Since det(PA) = 1 A and /?(I) = e is coprime to 1 A[, this yields det(rA) = 1 A. 
We conclude that 4 = 4 and the result follows in this case. 
Finally, we may assume that we are in situation (Hz). Write x = GAK and 
note that 2 K = (Pi = f3 so that x extends 8. In order to compare x with 0, 
we need to restrict to A and compute determinants. 
Fix a set T of representatives for the cosets of L in K Then T represents 
the right cosets of AL in AK and so for a E A, the definition of induced 
characters yields 
x(a) = @““(a) = c qqtat-I), 
,E To 
where TO= {~ETI~u~c’EAL). Now tat-‘EAL iff tut~‘u~‘~AL, but 
since tat-la-’ E K (because t E K) and AL n K= L, we see that 
TO = {t E T( tat-’ ELU} and thus TO represents those cosets of L which 
constitute C ,,(a). In particular, 1 T,,( = /C,,,(a)1 = n(a). Furthermore, 
since (ILI, o(u)) = 1, it follows from the conjugacy part of the Schur- 
Zassenhaus theorem that a and tat-’ are conjugate in the group L(u) and 
thus @(tat-‘) = @(a) for TV TO. We have thus proved that x(a) = $(u)n(u) 
for all a E A, and so xa = GA n. Thus 
det(XA) = det(@A)R(l) det(rt)‘P’l’ = a”“‘. 
If JAI is odd, then cr= 1, and so det(X,) = 1 A and x = 4. In this case 
p;“‘“’ = rc and we have 8, = @,fi:“‘“’ as required. 
Finally, assume IAl is even. Then cp( 1) is odd and we have det(X,) = O. 
Let A denote the natural extension of 0 to AK (with Kc ker(A)). Then ~1 
extends 0 and 
det((XA),) = det(XA)ax(” = c* = 1 A 
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since x( 1) is odd. Thus ~2 = 0 and 
as required. 1 
We will need the following. 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let V be an elementary abelian p-group which carries a 
complex-symplectic form and let A be a finite group of order not divisible by 
p which acts on V so as to preserve the form. Then there exists an extra- 
special p-group E, acted on by A, with the following properties. 
(a) W(E), Al = 1. 
(b) E/Z(E) is A-isomorphic to V. 
(c) There exists faithful 8 E Irr(E), necessarily A-invariant, such that 
4, = p, where 4 is the canonical extension of 8 to AE. 
(d) If there exists an A-invariant totally isotropic U G V with 
1 UJ2 = 1 V/I, then 0, = pi”‘“), where 6 is as in (c). 
Proof: By 4.6 and the proof of 4.7 of [7], we get a p-group E satisfying 
(a) and (b) and a linear character cp of Z(E) such that the complex- 
symplectic form (( ., . ))V induced on E/Z(E) agrees with the given form on 
V via the isomorphism in (b). 
Unfortunately, the group E produced by the construction in [7] is not 
extraspecial since Z(E) is cyclic of order p*. We have 1 E’j =p and E/E’ is 
an elementary abelian p-group and so, by Maschke’s theorem, we can 
choose an A-invariant complement EJE’ for Z(E)/E’ in EJE’. Since 
EO is necessarily extraspecial, we can simply replace E by E, and assume 
that E is indeed extraspecial. (The original linear character cp of Z(E) is 
replaced by its restriction cpO to Z(E,). The forms (( ., . ))V and (( ., . )),+,” 
agree under the natural isomorphism E/Z(E) -+ E,/Z(E,) since 
<Z(E)x, Z(E)y>.=cp(Cx, ~l)=cp~([x~ ~1) for x9 YE&.) 
Now let 8 be the unique irreducible faithful character of E which lies 
over cp. It is A-invariant since cp is (by (a)) and we are in situation (*) with 
K= E and L = Z(E). Furthermore, (H3) holds and so 4, = c$~/I~‘~(~)) by 
Theorem 2.1. Since $J is linear, we have eA =det(GA) = 1, and so 
oA=p $E’Z(E)). Now (c) follows by (b). 
Finally, to prove (d), let X/Z(E) c_ E/Z(E) correspond to U E V under 
the isomorphism in (b). Since U is totally isotropic in V, the form (( ., . ))V 
is identically 1 on X/Z(E) and thus cp( [x, y]) = 1 for x, ye X. Since cp is 
faithful, it follows that X is abelian. 
We are now in situation (*) with K = E and L = X and we let rl E B-r(X) 
play the role of cp in (*). Then q(l)=1 and IE:XI=IV:UI=IV11’2=O(1) 
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and so ylE= 0 and (Hz) holds. It follows by 2.1 that 4, = flAp:“‘“‘. Since yi 
is linear, we have tA = det(rj,) = 1, and 8, = py’“) = b:“‘“). 1 
Proof of Theorem D. This is now rather easy. Let 0 be the unique 
irreducible constituent of xc so that 8 is A-invariant. Then x = 74 where 0 
is the canonical extension of 0 to AG and t is some irreducible character 
of AG with Gc ker(z). (See 6.17 of [S].) Note that zA eIrr(A). 
Let 8, be an A-invariant irreducible constituent of Bc,, chosen so that Bi 
lies over OiP 1 for 1 < id r. Then (*) is satisfied with K= G, and L = Gip I, 
where Bi and 8,-, play the roles of 8 and cp, respectvely. Also, since 
Ui = G,/G,-, is irreducible as an A-module, one of (H,), (H,), of (H,) is 
satisfied for each i and we writef(i) E ( 1,2, 3) to denote which of the three 
possibilities occur. 
By Theorem 2.1, 
for 1 6 id r and hence, since 0 = Q,, induction yields 
where 52 = {i/f(i) = 2 or 3). 
Now for each in 52, we define an elementary abelian group Vi such that 
A acts on Vi and Vi carries an A-invariant complex-symplectic form. If 
f(i) = 3, we simply set Vi = Ui and if f(i) = 2, we put Vi = Ui x U*, where 
UF = Hom( U;, @ ’ ), the dual A-module corresponding to Ui. (In this case, 
the form on Vi is defined so that Ui and UF are totally isotropic subgroups 
and ((x,l))=/Z(x)forxEUiandAEU:.) 
By Lemma 2.2, we can construct extraspecial groups Ei, acted on by A, 
and irreducible characters y,~lrr(AE;) such that (Y;)~, is faithful and 
irreducible and (yJA =j?z;. (Each yi appears in Lemma 2.2 as 0.) The 
result now follows. 1 
Proof of Corollary E. Let A4 be the direct product of the groups AE, of 
Theorem D and let y E Irr(M) be the product character of the yi. Write Ai 
to denote the copy of A in AE, and let A denote the obvious diagonal 
subgroup of n Ai c M. Also, let H = n Ei E M. 
Now yH is irreducible and y,(a) = n y,(a,), where ai is the copy of a in 
A;. Thus, if we view each (Y~)~, as a character of A, we have 
YA = n (YJA; 
I 
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Let 1(1= $,,, where 2~1rr(AH) is such that HE ker 1. and A, = T, where 
t is as in Theorem D. Thus 
$A = VA = tn (YJA = X,4. 
Also, tjH=L(l)yH=r(l)~H. Since xG‘ is irreducible, we have t( 1) = 1 and 
so lCIH = 7” is irreducible. 1 
3. MULTIPLICITY-BOUNDED MODULE CLASSES 
Fix a finite group A and a field k with characteristic not dividing (Al. If 
V is a kA-module, recall that we are writing m,(V) to denote the multi- 
plicity with which the simple krl-module S appears as a component of V. 
Recall also that for E > 0 we have defined d(c) = dkA(s) to be the class of 
all k,4-modules V with the property that m,(V) B E dim Y for all simple S 
such that m,(V)>O. 
In this section we prove several results about the classes A(E) which we 
will need to prove Theorem B. Principal among these is Theorem C, which 
asserts that the tensor product of an arbitrary finite number r of modules 
in d(s) lies in d(6) for some number 6 > 0, depending on E and on IA 1, but 
not on r. We begin with the easy case where r is fixed. 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let V,, V,, . . . . V, be kA-modules with Viva. Then 
VQ V,Q ... Q V,Ed(&,&*...&,). 
Proof It suffices to do the case r = 2. Suppose m,( V, @ V,) # 0, where 
S is simple. Then m(S, @ S,) # 0 for some simple components S, of Vi. 
Then 
m-4 VI 0 V,) 2 m,,( V,)m,,( V,) 3 (cl dim V, )(Q dim V2) 
= .a,~~ dim( V, @ V2) 
as required. 4 
Next, we need the following version of a result of Bryant and Kovacs 
PI. 
(3.2) LEMMA. Let V= V, @ . . . @ V, be kA-modules and let BE A be a 
subgroup which acts like scalars on each Vi. Let T be a transversal for the 
right cosets of B in A. Assume that there is a bijection i++ ti from { 1, 2, . . . . r} 
onto T-B such that ti does not act like a scalar on Vi. Choose VIE Vi such 
that viti$kvifor l<iirandlet v=v,@vzO . ..Qv.. Then {vt ItET) is 
a linearly independent subset of V. 
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ProoJ Suppose not and let CrET A,vt = 0 with 2,~ k, not all zero. We 
may suppose 1 E T (since B acts like scalars on I’). Also, we can asume that 
1, # 0. (To see this, assume that ;1, # 0 for some s E T and multiply through 
by sP ‘. Use the fact that B acts like scalars to write ots-’ as a scalar 
multiple of vt’ for some t’c T.) 
Since vi and vi ti are linearly independent for 1 < i 6 r, we can choose a 
linear endomorphism (pi of Vi such uicpi= ui and o,t,cp,= 0. Let 
p=(pi@ ... Ocp,. Then vcp=v, but for tET-B, we can write t=t, for 
some i and so ai tcpi = 0 and hence vtcp = 0. This gives 
and this is a contradiction since 1, # 0. 1 
(3.3) LEMMA. In the situation of Lemma 3.2, suppose Vie A(E) for 
1 Q id r. Then V has a submodule U, isomorphic to a module induced from 
B, such that 
dim U -----a (A:& e’A’B’-1. 
dim V 
Proof: In the notation of Lemma 3.2, choose a submodule Mis Vi of 
minimum dimension such that ti does not act like a scalar on 44,. Note 
that Mj is either a simple module or else the direct sum of two non- 
isomorphic one-dimensional modules. Let e, be the largest integer such that 
Vi contains the direct sum of ei copies of Mj. Then V contains the direct 
sum of e=e1e2 . . . e, copies of the module M = M, @ . . . 0 M,. 
By Lemma 3.2, we can choose a vector m E M such that {mt 1 t E T} is a 
linearly independent subset of 44. The linear span of this set of vectors is 
a kA-submodule of M isomorphic to the induced module SA, where S is 
the one-dimensional kB module which is the unique (up to isomorphism) 
simple component of the restriction VB. 
Now V contains the direct sum of e copies of SA, and we let U be this 
submodule. We have dim U = e IA :B(. Since V, E,~(E), we see that 
e, 2 E dim Vi and thus e B 6 dim V. It follows that 
dim U --->I/I:BI EIA:BI+l 
dim V 
since r= IA:B( - 1. 1 
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(3.4) LEMMA. Let U c V be kA-modules and suppose that B c A acts like 
scalars on V. If U is induced from B, then 
Proof Let S be a simple kA-module which occurs as a component of 
V and let T be the one-dimensional kB-module which is the unique simple 
component of V,. Then S lies over T and U is a multiple of TA. We have 
dim U 
mATA)> ,A:B, 
since m,( TA) 2 1. Thus 
1 dim U 
m,(V2(A:.~V.dim V, 
as required. 1 
The following result includes Theorem C as the special case where B = 1. 
(3.5) THEOREM. Let E > 0 and let Bc A be finite groups. Then there 
exists 6 > 0 such that 
for arbitrary integers r 2 1 and kA-modules Vi E AkA(&) such that B acts like 
scalars on each V,. 
Proof We work by induction on IA : BI. If B = A, then A acts like 
scalars on V= V, @ . . . @ V, and so VE mS for some integer m and one- 
dimensional kA-module S. Since m,( V) = m = dim( V), we have V E A( 1). 
We may assume, therefore, that B < A and that the theorem holds if B is 
replaced by any properly larger subgroup of A. 
Suppose there exists a E A - B which fails to act like a scalar on no more 
than IA : BJ of the modules Vi. Renumbering if necessary, suppose that a 
acts like a scalar on Vi for ldi<s, where s6r and r-s<(A:B(. Set 
u= VI@ ... @Vs. 
Since (B, a) > B and every element of (B, a) acts like a scalar on Vi for 
1 < i<s, the inductive hypothesis yields a number 6 such that UE A(6). 
Since VE CT@ V,,+l@ ... @ V,, Lemma 3.1 yields that VE A(&-“). Since 
we can assume that E < 1, we have &IA’BI GE’-’ and thus VE A(GE~~:~~). 
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We may now asume that for each element a E A -B, there are at least 
IA :B( subscripts i such that a does not act like a scalar on Vi. If we choose 
a transversal T for the right cosets of B in A, therefore, we can construct 
aninjectiontHiofT-Binto {1,2,..., r} such that t acts like a nonscalar 
on Vi. 
Let X denote the tensor product of those Vi for which i lies in the image 
of this map and write Y for the tensor product of the remaining Vi, so that 
VrX@ Y. 
By Lemma 3.3, there is a B-induced kA-submodule UcX such that 
(dim U)/(dim X) Z IA :BJ E’~‘~‘- ‘. Also, U@ YGX@ Y and U@ Y is 
B-induced. We have 
1 dim(U@ Y) 1 dim U =-- 
IA :BI dim(X@ Y) JA :B[ dim X 
>,p:BI--l 
and so by Lemma 3.4, X0 YEA(E~~‘~‘~ ). Since VzX@ Y, the result 
follows, 1 
We close this section with three further easy lemmas which we will need 
for the proof of Theorem B. 
(3.6) LEMMA. Suppose WE AJE), where BE A. Then the induced 
module WAN A,,(&/IA:BI). 
Proof: Let S be a simple component of WA and choose a simple com- 
ponent T of W such that S is a component of TA. Then 
ms(WA)2m.(W)Bsdim W= ,AyBl dim(WA). , 
(3.7) LEMMA. Let KZ k be an extension field. If V is a kA-module and 
VOk KE AKA(&), then VE AkA(&/IAI). 
Proof: Let S be a simple component of V and let T be a simple compo- 
nent of S@ K. Then T is a component of V@ K and so m,( V@ K) > 
sdim(V@K)=sdim V. 
If S’ is any simple kA-module such that T is a component of S’ 0 K, then 
Sz S’ by Corollary 9.7 of [S] and hence m,( V@ K) =m .ms( V), where 
m = m,(S@ K). It follows that VE A(&/m). 
Clearly, m d dim S 6 (A[, and the result follows. 1 
Note that if char(k) # 0, then the quantity m = mdS@ K) in the above 
proof is equal to 1. (See 9.21 (b) of [8].) It follows in that case that 
VE dkA(E). 
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(3.8) LEMMA. Suppose V= V, @ V, 0 . . . @ V, are kA-modules, where 
ViEA( 
(a) If the V, all have equal dimension, then V E A(&/r). 
(b) Zf the Vi are all isomorphic, then VE A(E). 
Proof: Let S be a simple component of V. Then S is a component of 
V, (say) and m,(V) >, m,( V,) 2 E dim V, = (E/r) dim V in situation (a). If 
the V, are all isomorphic, m,(V) = rms( V,) > r& dim V, = E dim I/. 1 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
Let A be an arbitrary finite group. Our object is to find E > 0, depending 
only on A, such that V, E A,JE) whenever V is a simple kAG-module, 
where k is any field with characteristic not dividing IAl and where G is any 
finite soluble group such that A acts on G and (I Al, 1 GI ) = 1. We begin 
with a very special case; its proof is based on an argument of Turull [9]. 
(4.1) LEMMA. Let A act on H, where H is an extraspecial p-group with 
p > IAl, and assume that A acts trivially on Z(H). Let V be a @AH-module 
and assume that Vn is simple. Then VA E A( l/lAI’). 
ProoJ Let ;y be the character afforded by the module V. By 
Theorem 3.5(a) of [7], we have Ix(a)l’ = ICnlzcn,(a)(. (This follows since 
a is good because p does not divide its order. We are also using the fact 
that in the notation of 3.5 of [7], we have t(l)= 1 and so Ix(a)\ = \$(a)\.) 
Also because p does not divide o(a), we know that the restriction of the 
commutator form on H/Z(H) to Cr,,z(nj(a) is nondegenerate and so 
IC r,,Z~H~(a)l is a square. Writing N= C,(H/Z(H)), we deduce that 
Ix(a)l=x(l) if aEN and Ix(a), <$x(I) if aeA-N. 
Now let cp E Irr(A) and suppose [xA, cp] > 0. Our goal is to show 
1 
CXAdmjp). 
Since IX(a)1 =x(l) for aE N, we see that xN is a multiple of some linear 
2 E Irr(N) and so (Pi is also a multiple of 2. Thus [xN, p,,,] = x( l)q( 1). We 
can now compute 
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IAl CXA, cpl= c x(a) da) 
OEA 
=x(l)cp(l) INI -$ IA -NJ 
( > 
$y(l)rp(l)(l-y). 
Since p> JAJ and q(l)> 1, Inequality (*) follows. 1 
We can now prove the case k = @ of Theorem B. 
(4.2) THEOREM. In the situation of Theorem B, assume k= @. Then 
V, E A@-(E), where E > 0 depends only on A. 
Proof. Since the result is trivial when A = 1, we can work by 
induction on IAl. For each proper subgroup B < A, we have, therefore, 
a positive number cg (which plays the role of E for B). Let a = 
min{(&,/jA:BJ)I B-c A). 
Suppose that the restriction VG is nonhomogeneous. Then V= WAG 
for some simple CBG-module W for some subgroup B-c A. Then 
VA = ( WAG)A = ( W,)” and Wee A&E~). By Lemma 3.6, we have 
Now assume that V, is homogeneous and let x E Irr(AG) be the charac- 
ter corresponding to V. By Theorem D we have xa = r niGR (Y~)~, in the 
notation of that theorem. In particular, r E Irr(A) and yi E Irr(AEi) for some 
extraspecial pi-group Ei on which A acts, centralizing the center. 
Abusing notation slightly by viewing characters (instead of modules) in 
the classes A,,(E), we have (Y~)~ E A(l/lA12) for all of those subscripts i for 
which pi > (A( by Lemma 4.1. Also, since r E Irr(A ), we have r( 1) < 1 A( ‘I2 
and so ZE A(l/lAl”2). Finally, for all subscripts i such that pi6 [AI, we 
have a uniform upper bound, depending only on A, for the orders (Ei(. 
This is so since, by Theorem D, we know that E,/Z(E,) is either a simple 
GF(p,)A-module or a direct sum of two such modules and hence has 
GF(p,)-dimension bounded by 2 JAI. It follows that there are only linitely 
many different characters (Y)~ which can ever arise when pi< IAJ. Each 
such character lies in A(6) for some sufficiently small 6 > 0. 
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Now fix 6>0 so that 6< l/(IAI’) an d 1 a so so that each possible charac- 
ter (yi),,, for pi< IAl lies in A(6). Then 6 depends only on A and we know 
that xa factors as a product of a number of characters of A, each in d(6). 
(Note that this number can be unboundedly large.) By Theorem C, there- 
fore, there exists p > 0, depending only on A, such that xA E A(&. 
If we let E = min(a, p), we have I/, E A@-(E), and this holds whether or 
not V, is homogeneous. 1 
Proof of Theorem B. Let E>O be the number given by Theorem 4.2 
and let k be an arbitrary field. We shall show that s/IA12 satisfies the 
requirements of Theorem B. 
Let k be an arbitrary field of characteristic not dividing /A( and suppose 
A acts faithfully on the finite soluble group G and that ([AI, ICI) = 1. Let 
V be any simple kAG-module. 
We consider first the case where k is algebraically closed. We may 
assume without loss that either k = @ or that k is an algebraic closure of 
GF(p). If k= C, then V, EA(E)EA(E/IAI’) and we are done. Otherwise, 
char(k) =p # 0 and we let cp E IBr(AG) be the irreducible Brauer character 
of AG corresponding to V. Since pi 1 A\ and G is soluble, we see that AG 
is p-soluble and so the Fong-Swan theorem applies to yield x ~1rr(AG) 
such that 2 and cp agree on p-regular elements of AG. (See [4], for 
instance.) In particular, xA = (Pi. Also, we have Irr(A) = IBr(A). 
If W is a CAG-module corresponding to x, we know that W, E A&E). 
It follows that V, EARN since characters and Brauer characters deter- 
mine multiplicities of irreducible constituents. 
The proof is now complete in the case where k is algebraically closed, 
and we return to the general situation. Let K 2 k be an algebraic closure. 
Then V@ KE m( W, 0 W, @ . . @ W,,), where m is an integer and the Wi 
are simple KAG-modules. Furthermore, the Wi are pairwise nonisomorphic 
and constitute a single orbit under a natural action of the Galois group 
Gal(L/k), where L is the subfield of K generated over K by the values of 
the K-character afforded by any one of the Wi. (All of this follows by 
Theorem 9.21 of [8].) 
Now Gal(L/k) transitively permutes the isomorphism types of the 
restrictions ( Wi)A and the subgroup Gal(L/L,) acts trivially, where L, is 
the intersection of L with the splitting field in K for the polynomial 
XIA’ - 1. It follows that (VO K)A is isomorphic to a multiple of a sum of 
at most lGal(L,/k)l modules, each of which is the restriction of some Wi 
to A. By the first part of the proof, ( W,), adze and so, using both parts 
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By Lemma 3.7, therefore, 
as desired. 1 
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